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History finds an unknown local hero 
 

In 1857 on the Castlemaine gold fields, Constable Clarke single-handedly stopped an 
anti-Chinese riot.  To commemorate his act of bravery a dedication plaque will be 
officially mounted at the Castlemaine Police Station on Saturday 30 May at 11am. 
 
An awareness of his actions all started when highly successful writer Kerry Greenwood 
was researching her book “The Castlemaine Murders”.  She came across the details of 
Constable Clarke's efforts to protect the local Chinese community.  She saw that what 
Clarke did was most unusual.   
 
In researching it became clear that there weren’t many stories of policemen placing 
themselves at risk to save Chinese miners back in the 1850s.  More often in history the 
story is of the Chinese being attacked and not offered any protection at all. 
 
Kerry became the unlikely champion of this cause.  In her day job she is a Legal Aid 
lawyer at Sunshine Court, so many would expect that she would be more likely to be 
critically examining police evidence, rather than demanding recognition for a job well 
done. 
  
The first thing she did about this matter was to write to the Victoria Police back in 
2003.    Eventually the letter found its way to Ralph Stavely who was the Police Force’s 
special historical researcher for its 150th Anniversary Year that year. 
 
Since then, Kerry and Ralph have jointly pursued some form of recognition for 
Constable Clarke.  The event planned for Saturday is a great relief to them and as a 
show of commitment to this, Kerry has personally donated the funds required to make 
the plaque possible. 
 
This free celebratory event is being hosted by the Victoria Police Historical Society as 
part of the 2009 Mount Alexander Heritage Festival and all are welcome to attend. 
 
Mount Alexander Heritage Festival programs are available from the Castlemaine and 
Maldon Visitor Information Centres.  To find out more contact the Visitor Information 
Centre on 5471 1795. 
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